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Timeline

June 3, 2019
Beginning with the June 2019 LSAT, the writing sample will no longer be administered with the 
multiple choice sections. Instead, test takers will complete the writing sample on a secure online 
platform. Learn more about the format here.

July 15, 2019
For the July 2019 administration only, some testing locations will administer digital LSATs, while 
others will administer the traditional pencil-and-paper LSAT. With the exception of some students 
receiving certain format-related accommodations, test takers will not know in advance which version 
of the test they will receive.

August 21–September 4, 2019
All July test takers will have the opportunity to see their scores before deciding to cancel. July test 
scores will be released to students on Wednesday, August 21, and students will have until Wednesday, 
September 4, at 11:59 p.m. EST to cancel their scores. July test takers who choose to cancel their scores 
will receive a fee waiver to retake the test in the 2019–2020 testing year. A canceled July 2019 score 
will be reported to law schools as a “candidate cancel,” just as any other canceled LSAT administration 
appears. 

September 21, 2019
The LSAT will transition to digital-only in all locations in September 2019.

More Details
• The format and content of the test will not change from the current paper LSAT.

• The digital LSAT will be delivered on Microsoft Go tablets.

• LSAC will provide scratch paper and a pen to test takers.

• Test takers will receive a stylus to underline and highlight text on the tablet.

• Test takers will be able to flag and return to questions within a single section.

• Tablets will include a built-in timer with a five-minute warning.

• The tablets will include a built-in kickstand to allow test-takers to angle the tablet.

• To simulate the digital testing experience, LSAC released a Digital LSAT Familiarization Tool, which 
includes three practice tests.

• LSAC will release additional digital practice materials in the coming months.
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